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SYNOPSIS

	
  

A film about a messed up world… and how we could fix it.
Sprinkled with music from Bob Dylan, Ben Harper, Jack Johnson and Willie
Nelson, One Peace at a Time lyrically weaves a tapestry through 20 countries and is as
magical as it is informative.
Activist Turk Pipkin (The Sopranos, Nobelity)) continues his global journey of
knowledge in action with a goal to create a virtual roadmap to a better future by focusing
on specific solutions in these troubled times.
Join Pipkin as he chronicles the model Indian orphanages of The Miracle Foundation,
family planning initiatives with Thailand’s Mechai Viravaidya, Ethiopian water projects
with A Glimmer of Hope, and Architecture for Humanity’s global design challenge for
communities in need in the Himalayas, the Amazon and the slums of Nairobi.
Be part of the solution – One Peace at a Time.

“One Peace at a Time is not only a compelling look at what is being done to solve the
problems of our time but shows the power of our choices to make a difference. It is also
an outstanding example of the evolution of the documentary form. The most
unexpected thing about the film is the humor, joy, and hope that it delivers -- it is an
inspiring roadmap to a better world.” - theragblog.blogspot.com

The Players
The film includes the insights of Nobel Peace laureate, Muhammad Yunus, Nobel
Physicist, Steven Chu, (President Obama’s Secretary of Energy), Dr. Helene Gayle (CEO
of CARE, International), American legend Willie Nelson and many others.
Featuring the music of The Band, Bob Dylan, Jack Johnson, Ben Harper, Willie Nelson,
Explosions in the Sky, Bob Schneider and Cat Stevens.
With Caroline Boudreaux, Mechai Viravaidya, Philip Berber, Donna Berber, Sugata
Mitra, Cameron Sinclair, Dan Shine, Steve Goose, and Congressman Lloyd Doggett

“Remember the sea is actually made up of drops of water. What you do, where you are
is significant. They say in Africa, ‘there is only one way of eating an elephant… one
piece at a time.’” – Desmond Tutu

Song List
Everything is Broken

BOB DYLAN (ASCAP)

Peace Train

CAT STEVENS

Better Way

BEN HARPER

When I Still Needed You

AFRO CELT SOUND SYSTEM

Shangrila

RAHUL SHARMA

Look Into The Air

EXPLOSIONS IN THE SKY

Jiv Jago

RASA

Song For George

ERIC JOHNSON

Deep Blue Sea

BOB SCHNEIDER

How Do you Live Your Life

BOB SCHNEIDER

The Weight

THE BAND

Fall Line/Where Do the Children Play

JACK JOHNSON

“Right and wrong is not that hard. It’s just what you choose to do.”
-Willie Nelson, One Peace at a Time

TURK PIPKIN
Writer, actor and filmmaker Turk Pipkin is the director of the new feature
documentary, One Peace at a Time, which looks at the possibility of providing
basic rights to every child.
Turk also directed the feature documentary, Nobelity, which looks at the world’s
most pressing problems through the eyes of Nobel laureates, including Desmond
Tutu, Wangari Maathai, Sir Joseph Rotblat and many others.
Turk is also the author of ten books of fiction and nonfiction – with over 400,000
books in print. His latest book is the NY Times bestseller, The Tao of Willie
(Gotham), which Turk coauthored with American music legend, Willie Nelson.
Turk is also the author of two critically acclaimed novels. "Endowed with a vivid
sense of time and place," said the New York Times Book Review of his novel
Fast Greens, "the characters are wonderfully drawn and the dialogue is sharp and
colorful.
As an actor, Turk played a recurring role as Janice’s narcoleptic boyfriend Aaron Arkaway in HBO's “The Sopranos,” and in
numerous feature films, including Waiting for Guffman, The Alamo, Friday Night Lights and Rick Linklater’s Scanner Darkly.
Turk and his wife Christy Pipkin are the founders of The Nobelity Project, a 501c3 nonprofit dedicated to a better world for
children everywhere. Online at www.nobelity.org the organization sponsors the Nobelity In Schools program, which engages
young people in the issues that will shape their own futures.
Acclaim for Nobelity, has been widespread. Esquire called the film, “Nine Ways to Save the World.” At aintitcool.com, Harry
Knowles calls Nobelity, “Simply Brilliant. One of the most important films of this or any year.”
In 2009, The Nobelity Project is releasing a film sequel, One Peace at a Time, which looks at real-world solutions to the global
problems profiled in Nobelity. Turk shot the new film shooting in twenty countries on five continents, profiling the work of Nobel
Peace laureate Muhamad Yunus, Thailand’s Mechai Veravaidya, orphan and education programs in India, water and education
issues in Ethiopia, and the AMD/Open Architecture Challenge in Kenya, Nepal, and the Amazon rainforest of Ecuador.
Turk also directs an ongoing series of Nobelity Project short films, Short Films/Big Changes. He is also the driving force behind
the nonprofit’s partner projects in Ethiopia, Kenya, India and elsewhere.
You can learn more about the issues, watch the trailer for One Peace at a Time and all the short films, or make a donation to
support the work at www.nobelity.org.

Quotes
“One Peace At a Time is more than poignant: It is moving, a call to action! An
inspiration for all! See it!" – Janet Walker, Splash Magazines Worldwide
“Highest rating. 5 DOVES. We gladly award our Dove Seal to this DVD.
It's a must-see!” - The DOVE Foundation
“Provocative and important” – Vancouver Sun & Canada.com Movie Guide
“One Peace at a Time is an inspirational film filled with hope and determination and
it lifts the spirit as well as motivates.” -VideoViews.org
"Movies that Inspire," Under the Stars at 10th Maui Fest: "Standout pic journeys
around the planet in search of a better world... in the world premiere of the superrefreshing 'One Peace at a Time'." –Harriette Yahr, The Huffington Post & indieWIRE
“One Peace at a Time is not only a compelling look at what is being done to solve the
problems of our time but shows the power of our choices to make a difference. It is also
an outstanding example of the evolution of the documentary form. The most
unexpected thing about the film is the humor, joy, and hope that it delivers -- it is an
inspiring roadmap to a better world.” - theragblog.blogspot.com
“3 Stars. The film seeks to inspire, and that it does.” – The Austin Chronicle
"Nobelity works on an intellectual plane as the faces and words of nine Nobel winners
fill the screen with promise. One Peace at a Time completes the equation in the bright
eyes and smiles of children who see the reality of hope delivered to their doorsteps.”
– Austin American-Statesman
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Awards and festivals
Awards
DOVE “Family Approved” 12+ Seal by the Dove Foundation
Audience Award - World Cinema Documentary – Maui Film Festival
Family Issues Feature Award - Eugene International Film Festival

Festivals
Official Selection - Eugene International Film Festival
Official Selection - BendFilm Festival
Official Selection – Maui Film FEstival
Official Selection - Heartland Film Festival
Official Selection - Delray Beach Film Festival

PRODUCTION STILLS
Click on the link below for high resolution downloads
and photo credit document
or right click on image to save to desktop
http://www.montereymedia.com/downloads/Title-and-GraphicsInformation/One_Peace_at_a_Time/production_stills/

For photos, posters, videos and more please visit our Flickr:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/montereymedia/sets/72157625729153129/

About the Company
monterey media inc., a uniquely independent studio
monterey media inc., incorporated in 1979, is a privately owned entertainment industry company specializing in the
acquisition, distribution and sale of motion pictures and other programming. monterey media is actively engaged in all
areas of domestic media, including theatrical distribution, film festivals, and other distinctive venues, television, and
home entertainment markets.
The Company is known for creating unique and distinctive release strategies tailored to each project. By way of
example, in 2005, the Company established a joint venture for the creation of a special theatrical event in conjunction
with AMC Theatres to launch the motion picture Indigo: A one day, 603 North America venue showing grossed over
$1,190,000 box office. Among the theatrical division’s early releases were the enchanting The Blue Butterfly starring
Academy Award® Winner William Hurt; the poignant and compelling Steel Toes starring Academy Award® nominated
David Strathairn, the true crime thriller Karla, based upon the infamous and notorious “Ken and Barbie Killers”; and
the critically acclaimed 10 Questions for the Dalai Lama premiering with Landmark Theatres in four major cities and
going on to play in over 75 cities nationwide.
Recently completed was the 50 city release including New York, Los Angeles, Chicago and Dallas for the acclaimed
Trucker starring Michelle Monaghan, Nathan Fillion and Benjamin Bratt (chosen by Roger Ebert as one of the ten best
independent films of 2009). For Endgame, from the 2009 Sundance Film Festival starring Academy Award® winner
William Hurt, monterey media’s theatrical release spanned 30 cities (even after a PBS airing) garnering a Best Actor
Golden Globe nomination for co-star Chiwetel Ejifor. The action/romance The Red Baron starring Joseph Fiennes and
Lena Headey takes flight in March in multiple Los Angeles area theatres anchored by Mann’s Chinese in March as well
as Phoenix, Detroit, San Diego, Portland, Pittsburgh, Toronto, Jacksonville, Lousiville and over 40 other cities,
followed by Hey Hey It’s Esther Bluegurger from the Berlin International Film Festival and starring Academy Award®
nominees Toni Collette and Keisha Castle-Hughes.
Earlier came the beautifully crafted award-winning the Secrets which began with 4 held over weeks in 4 theaters in
New York City and widening to over 40 cities; Home starring Academy Award® Winner Marcia Gay Harden opening
in multiple theaters in New York; the heartwarming Family comedy Gooby in over 100 theaters nationwide; 35 cities
for Academy Award® Winner Forest Whitaker in Ripple Effect; and Local Color starring Academy Award® nominated
Armand Mueller-Stahl and Golden Globe nominated Ray Liotta in a multiple theater New York City opening, followed
by Los Angeles, Dallas, Houston, Portland, San Diego and others.
The philosophy of doing good while doing well is practically a mantra at monterey media, and in addition to its ritual
support of charitable organizations the company has developed a program entitled A Weekend of Unity & Peace. This
year’s feature film is Turk Pipkin’s One Peace at a Time, with music by Willie Nelson, Bob Dylan and Jack Johnson.
<www.unityandpeace.org>
monterey is known for its creatively coordinated marketing strategies incorporating promotional alliances with such
strategic partners as Wal-Mart, Fisher Price, Pepsi Cola, American Express, Amnesty International USA, Make-AWish Foundation of America, Children’s Cancer Research Fund, KIDS FIRST!, Days Inns, Habitat for Humanity,
Greenpeace, the International Motorcycle Shows, Healthy World Healthy Child, and Wahoo’s Fish Taco Restaurants.
monterey video & Emerging Technologies
The monterey video division is the 2nd oldest independent video manufacturer and distributor in the United States now
encompassing the emerging digital markets. monterey is well known for its broad marketing and its direct relationships
with key retail, mail-order and internet sites, schools and libraries, and specialty markets; all major Pay-Per-View and
Video-on-Demand providers; and monterey media films can currently be seen on, among others, Showtime, Starz,
Lifetime, PBS, and Super Channel.
The versatile monterey video library encompasses unique feature films and documentaries with the Company having
been awarded numerous Multi-Platinum RIAA and ITA sales Awards; prestigious Independent films starring such
distinguished actors as Susan Sarandon, John Ritter, Tommy Lee Jones, William Hurt, Forest Whitaker, David
Strathairn, Brian Dennehy, Robin Williams, Danny Glover, among many others; celebrated sports programming
including Bruce Brown Films On Any Sunday and The Endless Summer; the most prestigious educational yet
entertaining library of films adapted from literature’s renowned authors combined with acclaimed performances from
many of Hollywood’s greatest actors; and note-worthy children’s programming. In addition, monterey has the honor of
being the first video market licensee of the American Film Institute. 0310
monterey media, inc. 566 St. Charles Dr. Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
phone: 805-494-7199 fax: 805-496-6061
www.montereymedia.com

